1. Introduction.-Let V be a compact Kahler variety of complex dimension n and let F be a complex line bundle' over V whose structure group is the multiplicative group of complex numbers. Moreover let i.(F) be the stack (faisceau) over V of germs of holomorphic p-forms with coefficients in F and let HO( V; Q'(F)) be the qth cohomology group of V with coefficients in 2.(F). It is important for applications to determine the circumstances under which the cohomology group Hq( V; Q'(F)) vanishes. In the present note we shall prove by a differential-geometric method due to Bochner2 some sufficient conditions for the vanishing of Hq(V; UP(F)) in terms of the characteristic class of the bundle F. Hq(V; Qp(F)) -Hn-(V; £n-P(-F)).
3. An Inequality.-The equations ap = 0, b(p = 0 for jo = {spj), 
where V, V.* denote the covariant differentiations with respect to the local coordinates z*, za and where pjx = -, log aj, ox = 6z, Let R a *f = ba(E g"*6,gr,*) be the curvature tensor and let Ra"i9 = ERTTad* be the Ricci tensor. Moreover we set VOL. 39, 1953 X>a* = -JaPjX = b,,, log aj. .o gqt (6) where XJ*a = E g)&Aa*X)j RI a* E g`R1*J and where (a),, or (/2*)m indicates that Th or a* is to be replaced by a-or ,u* respectively.
We note here that aa log a1 = aa log ak in Uj n Uk, so E xia*ds.d2a = aa log a1 (7) is a well defined 2-form on the whole of V. To prove that every 7 J'-&ePvs(Y, e w; Z)dV _ 0, for q _ 1.
(10) aj VOL. 39, 1953 With the help of the above lemma, we derive from (10) HIP-(VI n -P(-F)) both vanish, provided that 1 < q < n.
Proof: In view of (2) and (3), it is sufficient to show that H"' 4(F) = 0.
By virtue of the above lemma, we may choose the system {a>I satisfying
(1) such that (i/2r)aa log a1 = 'y. Then the inequality (10) holds for any so = {Ioj} e HI' q(F), while, by hypothesis, 0P' q(y, j; z) > 0 unless tpj = 0. This proves that HP, q(F) = 0, q. e. d.
In the case where p = n, we have 0e q(y, u; z) = n! E XI*a* U12.... n*a*aU 2na*a* aq I By a complex line bundle over V will be meant an analytic fibre bundle over V whose fibre is the complex number field C and whose structure group is the mutiplicative group C* of complex numbers acting on C. Cf. Kodaira 
